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Finite test sets are a useful tool for deciding the membership problem for the universal closure of
a given tree language, that is, for deciding whether a term has all its ground instances in the given
language. A uniform test set for the universal closure must serve the following purpose: In order
to decide membership of a term, it is sufficient to check whether all its test set instances belong
to the underlying language. A possible application, and our main motivation, is ground reducibility,
an essential concept for many approaches to inductive reasoning. Ground reducibility modulo some
rewrite system is membership in the universal closure of the set of reducible ground terms. Here, test
sets always exist, and several algorithmic approaches are known. The resulting sets, however, are often
unnecessarily large. In this paper we consider regular languages and linear closure operators. We prove
that universal as well as existential closure, defined analogously, preserve regularity. By relating test sets
to tree automata and to appropriate congruence relations, we show how to characterize, how to compute,
and how to minimize ground and non-ground test sets. In particular, optimal solutions now replace
previous ad hoc approximations for the ground reducibility problem. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many approaches to inductive reasoning rely on the notion of ground reducibility, or inductive
reducibility, in particular methods based on the so-called inductionless induction paradigm; see [2, 31,
32, 44] among many others. For a rational reconstruction of the completion-based versions as Noetherian
induction on term orderings we refer to [8, 24, 30, 38, 46, 49]. An application can for instance be found
in [22].
A term is said to be ground reducible if all its ground instances are reducible. Ground reducibility
was first shown decidable by Plaisted [47] and Kapur et al. [35]; they compute a finite ground test set
depending on the term to be checked. Kounalis first proved the effective existence of finite uniform
(nonground) test sets, that is, test sets not depending on the input term [37], cf. [27, 50], leading to the
following ground reducibility check: A term is ground reducible if and only if all its test set instances are
reducible. Several approaches for the construction of test sets for left-linear rewrite systems have been
suggested; see [9, 10, 32, 34, 36] among others. A recent inductive theorem prover based on test sets
is reported in [5, 6]. An alternative to the test set approach is the use of tree automata, in the nonlinear
case automata with constraints. For such (nonuniform) automata see [4, 12, 14].
The universal closure operator introduced in this paper generalizes ground reducibility, replacing
the language of reducible ground terms by an arbitrary tree language: A term belongs to the universal
closure of a language if all its ground instances belong to that language. Also for this more general
problem we introduce the notion of a test set. Using classical results from formal language theory, we
show how to compute and minimize finite ground or nonground test sets in the case where the underlying
language is regular. This is general enough to cover the computation of test sets for ground reducibility
in the linear case. Our main motivation to write this paper was to give a precise characterization
of test sets, rendering obsolete the race for smaller and smaller test sets. All previously proposed
approaches rely on concepts such as tops, extensible positions, and expandedness and therefore seem to
be somewhat ad hoc in retrospect as they only approximate optimal test sets. Those criteria, however,
1 A preliminary version of this paper was presented at RTA-99, see [28].
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may still be useful when complexity issues matter or when additional properties (like completeness2) are
needed.
Our contribution leads to a better understanding of test sets and bridges the gap between test set based
and automata based approaches to ground reducibility.
Restricting ourselves to linear terms is less limiting than it seems at first glance when we are inter-
ested in functional constructor based rewrite systems. Consider a ground convergent system which is
sufficiently complete and constructor preserving relative to some constructor part of the signature, and
where the set of ground normal forms is regular. These assumptions are very natural for many applica-
tions. Then a strongly equivalent left-linear system can be computed, even preserving many syntactic
properties, by instantiating non-left-linear variables by finitely many ground terms ([26; 27, Sect. 7],
cf. [39–41, 53]).
After briefly describing the algebraic and the formal language background in Sections 2 and 3, we
introduce the universal and the existential closure operator in Section 4 and prove that they preserve
regularity. Ground test sets are treated in 5.1, where the main emphasis is put on a characterization in
terms of congruences and automata. This relates our automaton and our test set approach, both being
uniform. Test sets with variables are the subject of 5.2. A generalized universal closure operator and
the corresponding test sets are sketched in 5.3. Finally, a more detailed presentation of our algorithms
for computing test sets is given in Section 6.
The automata in Section 4 as well as the test sets in Section 5 give EXPTIME algorithms for deciding
ground reducibility when the maximal arity of the signature is regarded as constant. This is best possible
in the worst case [12]; cf. [33]. Not much is known, however, about the complexity of minimizing test
sets.
2. TERM MONOIDS
In order to describe the algebraic framework used in the remainder of the paper, we begin with fixing
notations for terms and instantiation operations. Let  be a one-sorted first order signature where each
symbol has a fixed arity, and let n ⊆  contain all symbols of arity n. By T we denote the set of
ground terms over , and we always assume T = ∅. Only occasionally we will consider nonlinear
terms, that is, terms with more than one occurrence of the same variable. When dealing with linear
terms and their instances, variable names are redundant and therefore only variable positions have
to be indicated. For this purpose we use the constant symbol , assuming  ∈ . The set of linear
terms (or contexts) over  then consists of terms possibly containing the wildcard symbol  and is
denoted by C = T∪{}. We further write T(n) and T[n] to denote terms with at most n or exactly
n occurrences of , respectively. Hence C =
⋃
n≥0 T[n] and T[0] = T ; the set T[1] corresponds
to what is called “special trees” in [52] and “pointed trees” in [45]. The basic concatenation operation
◦ : T(1) × T → T is recursively defined by
 ◦ t = t, f (s1, . . . , sn) ◦ t = f (s1 ◦ t, . . . , sn ◦ t).
The mappings t → s ◦ t for fixed s are the translations in the term algebra [25]. The same recursion
equations naturally extend to an operation ◦ : C ×C → C . Most important, however, is the extension
◦ : C × PC → PC to sets of terms3 via
 ◦ T = T, f (s1, . . . , sn) ◦ T = f (s1 ◦ T, . . . , sn ◦ T )
using the operation f (T1, . . . , Tn) = { f (t1, . . . , tn) | ti ∈ Ti } for sets of terms Ti from the power set term
algebra; note that this gives { f } for n = 0. Different occurrences of  may be instantiated by different
2 Completeness in this context means that all ground normal forms are instances of some test set term. This assumption is
often necessary in inductive theorem proving methods when test set instances have to generate a complete case analysis for
certain inference rules. We do not treat completeness here, since it is not—in contrast to what former test set approaches might
suggest—a property necessary for ground reducibility test sets. This implies that considering only complete test sets we would
not achieve the smallest possible test sets for ground reducibility, which is our main interest.
3By PS we denote the power set of a set S.
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terms, e.g., f (,)◦{t, t ′} = { f (t, t), f (t, t ′), f (t ′, t), f (t ′, t ′)}, whereas f (,)◦t = f (t, t). Finally,
we will use ◦ : PC × PC → PC with S ◦ T =
⋃
s∈S s ◦ T .
If R ⊆ C is the set of left-hand sides of a left-linear term rewrite system then Red(R) = T[1]◦R◦T
is the set of reducible ground terms. (In different terminology, Red(R) is the set of ground terms
encompassing some term from R; see [14, 15].) Its complement Nf(R) = T \ Red(R) contains the
corresponding irreducible ground terms, or ground normal forms. The sets RED(R) and NF(R) consist
of all R-reducible and R-irreducible terms from C , respectively. The following two examples will be
reconsidered later.
EXAMPLE 1. (1) Addition of natural numbers modulo n > 0 is specified by the rewrite system
x + 0 → x, x + s(y) → s(x + y), sn(x) → x
over signature  = {0, s, +}. The set of left-hand side patterns in our setting is R1 = { + 0, +
s(), sn()}. Here Nf(R1) = {si (0) | i < n}, so Red(R1) consists of all ground terms containing the
symbol + together with {si (0) | i ≥ n}.
(2) Let R2 = {g(hi (a)) | 1 ≤ i < n} ∪ {g(hn()), h(g())} over  = {a, g, h} for some n ≥ 1.
Then Red(R2) consists of all ground terms containing both g and h, so Nf(R2) = {gi (a), hi (a) | i ≥ 0}.
Monoid structures play an important role in this setting. The most prominent one is (T(1), ◦,); it has
(T[1], ◦,) as a submonoid. A monoid for term sets is (PC, ◦, {}); it has ({{t} | t ∈ T(1)}, ◦, {})
as a submonoid, which is isomorphic to (T(1), ◦,). Slightly more general algebraic structures (left-
semi-modules [16], or “automata” [17, 43]) are needed when handling the heterogeneous operation
◦ : C × PC → PC ; cf. Section 6.
3. REGULAR TREE LANGUAGES
Regularity of tree languages can be characterized in various ways; see [11, 13, 20, 21, 23, 51], among
others. Three characterizations will be relevant in our context. Tree automata will be used in Section 4
for showing that the universal closure preserves regularity and in Section 5.1 for a comparison between
the test set approach and the automaton approach. Tree grammars or, more generally, ground rewrite
systems, provide a convenient way to show regularity of pattern languages like Red(R) with regular R.
Finally, an algebraic treatment via congruence relations will be exploited in order to characterize test
sets. For this purpose we will introduce tree automata, tree grammars, and congruence relations.
A ( finite bottom-up) tree automaton A is a finite rewrite system over  ∪ Q where  is the terminal
signature and Q is a set of constants disjoint to , called states. Rules have the form f (X1, . . . , Xn) → Y
with X1, . . . , Xn, Y ∈ Q, f ∈  of arity n. The automaton is said to be deterministic (complete) if
there is at most (at least) one rule with left-hand side f (X1, . . . , Xn) for f ∈  and X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Q.
The language accepted by A in F ⊆ Q (the accepting states) is
L(A) = {t ∈ T | ∃X ∈ F : t →∗ A X}.
A regular tree grammar G is a finite rewrite system over  ∪ N where  is the terminal signature
and N is a set of constants disjoint to , called nonterminals. Rules have the form X → t with X ∈ N ,
t ∈ T∪N . The language generated by G from S ⊆ N (the starting symbols) is
L(G) = {t ∈ T | ∃X ∈ S : X →∗ G t}.
Without changing the definition of L(G) we can more generally allow arbitrary ground rewrite rules,
i.e., rules of the form s → t with s, t ∈ T∪N , without leaving the class of regular tree languages [7].
Let R ⊆ C be a finite set of linear terms. Consider the regular tree grammar consisting of all rules
according to one of the schemes
X → f (, . . . ,, X,, . . . ,), X → t,  → f (, . . . ,)
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for t ∈ R, f ∈ . Choosing {X,} as nonterminals and X as the only starting symbol, the grammar
generates Red(R). (Note that the grammar generates T from .) If instead we choose  ∪ {} as
terminal signature and X as the only nonterminal then the same ground rewrite system4 generates
RED(R) (from X ).
LEMMA 1. If R ⊆ C is finite (or, more generally, regular5) then Red(R) and RED(R) are regular
subsets of T and C , respectively; hence the same is true for the corresponding normal form languages
Nf(R) and NF(R).
An algebraic characterization of regularity can be based on observational equivalence of terms or
contexts w.r.t. membership in a given tree language. For a set L ⊆ T define equivalence relations ∈L
on T and ∈L on T(1) by
t ∈L t ′ iff ∀s ∈ T(1) : s ◦ t ∈ L ↔ s ◦ t ′ ∈ L ,
s ∈L s ′ iff ∀t ∈ T : s ◦ t ∈ L ↔ s ′ ◦ t ∈ L .
These syntactic equivalence relations are left and right congruences respectively in the sense that
t ∈L t ′ implies s ◦ t ∈L s ◦ t ′ for all s ∈ T(1) and that s ∈L s ′ implies s ◦ t ∈L s ′ ◦ t for all
t ∈ T(1).
EXAMPLE 2 (Example 1 cont’d). (1) For L = Red(R1) we get that si (0) and s j (0), i, j < n, are
left congruent if and only if i = j . Indeed, for i < j the context sn− j () separates these terms as
sn− j () ◦ si (0) ∈ L and sn− j () ◦ s j (0) ∈ L . In general, all reducible ground terms form a class them-
selves, separated from irreducible terms by the empty context . Thus the left congruence classes are
Red(R1), {sn−1(0)}, . . . ,{0}. Analogously, the right congruence classes are the set A1 of all terms in
T(1) containing + or being reducible, and the sets Nf(R1), {}, . . . , {sn−1()}.
Red(R1) sn−1(0) . . . s(0) 0
A1 + + + + +
Nf(R1) − − − − −
 + − − − −
s() + + − − −
. . . + + . . . − −
sn−1() + + + + −
All tables in the rest of the paper are to be understood in the following way: columns refer to left congru-
ence classes (or representatives) and rows to right congruence classes (or representatives) respectively.
A plus-entry in row s and column t means s ◦ t ∈ L; a minus-entry means s ◦ t ∈ L .
(2) It is not difficult to verify that L = Red(R2) yields the left congruence classes Red(R2), {a},
{gi (a) | i ≥ 1}, {hi (a) | i ≥ 1}, and the right congruence classes A2 = RED(R2)∪{gi (h j ()) | i ≥ 1, 1 ≤
j < n}, Nf(R2), {}, {gi () | i ≥ 1}, {hi () | i ≥ 1}.
4 Which is not a grammar since the rules → · · · rewrite a terminal symbol.
5 For this, replace in the above grammar the rules X → t , t ∈ R, by a grammar for R.
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Red(R2) a g(a) h(a)
A2 + + + +
Nf(R2) − − − −
 + − − −
g() + − − +
h() + − + −
Note that the index, i.e., the number of congruence classes, depends neither on the size of the
underlying term set R2 nor on the depth of its terms in this example.
We conclude by summarizing the characterizations of regularity mentioned above. Proofs can be
found, for example, in [21] and in [11].
THEOREM 1. For L ⊆ T the following properties are equivalent:
(1) L is accepted by a tree automaton.
(2) L is generated by a regular tree grammar.
(3) L is generated by a finite ground rewrite system.
(4) ∈L has finite index.
(5) ∈L has finite index.
4. UNIVERSAL AND EXISTENTIAL CLOSURE
In this section we introduce the universal and the existential closure operator and prove as a main
result that they preserve regularity.
DEFINITION 1. The universal closure L∀ ⊆ C of a tree language L ⊆ T consists of those terms
that have all their ground instances in L; that is
s ∈ L∀ iff s ◦ T ⊆ L .
Equivalently, s ∈ L∀ if and only if ∀t ∈ s ◦ T : t ∈ L . Analogously we define the existential closure
L∃ ⊆ C of L as the set of terms that have some ground instance in L; that is s ∈ L∃ if and only if
∃t ∈ s ◦ T : t ∈ L , or (with ¯L = T\L)
s ∈ L∃ iff s ◦ T ⊆ ¯L.
Note that L∀ is the unique maximal subset of C (modulo set inclusion) satisfying L∀ ◦ T = L .
EXAMPLE 3. Linear propositional formulas are terms over the signature {¬, ∨, ∧, true, false,}.
When L is the set of all ground formulas whose value (under the natural interpretation) is true then L∀
is the set of tautologies whereas L∃ is the set of satisfiable formulas. Note also that L is a regular tree
language since values are computed over a finite algebra.
If L is equal to Red(R) for some set R ⊆ C then L∀ is the set of (linear) ground reducible terms
w.r.t. R; that is, it contains those terms that have R-reducible ground instances only.
EXAMPLE 4 (Example 1 cont’d). The set Red(R1)∀ of ground reducible terms w.r.t. R1 consists
of RED(R1) together with all terms in C containing the symbol +, a defined symbol in the given
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specification; this is A1 in Example 2. And Red(R2)∀ is the set of all terms that contain both g and h,
that is, the set A2 of Example 2.
THEOREM 2. The following properties are equivalent:
(1) L is a regular subset of T .
(2) L∀ is a regular subset of C .
(3) L∃ is a regular subset of C .
Proof. Regularity of L∀ or L∃ directly implies regularity of L since L∀ ∩ T = L∃ ∩ T = L and
since T is a regular subset of C .
To show that (1) implies (2) and (3) let A be an arbitrary, possibly nondeterministic, tree automaton
over  ∪ Q accepting L , where Q is its set of states and F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states. In order
to fix notations, let
A(t) = {X ∈ Q | t →∗ A X} and A(T ) =
⋃
t∈T
A(t)
for t ∈ T∪Q and T ⊆ T∪Q . Without loss of generality we assume thatA is complete and that all states
are accessible; i.e., for any X ∈ Q there is a ground term t with X ∈ A(t), or equivalently A(T) = Q.
The basic observation is that a term s ∈ C is in L∀ if and only if all terms in s ◦ Q are accepted by
A. Similarly, s is in L∃ if and only if some term in s ◦ Q is accepted by A.
Using A(T) = Q we get A(s ◦ T) = A(s ◦A(T)) = A(s ◦ Q), and therefore
s ∈ L∀ iff s ◦ T ⊆ L iff A(s ◦ T) = A(s ◦ Q) ⊆ F
in the case where A is deterministic,6 and
s ∈ L∃ iff s ◦ T ∩ L = ∅ iff A(s ◦ T) ∩ F = A(s ◦ Q) ∩ F = ∅
for arbitrary A. Now, for P ⊆ Q, define the automaton
A[P] = A ∪ { → X | X ∈ P}
over  ∪ {} ∪ Q and let B[P] be the standard power-set automaton for A[P]. (We get the same
automaton B[P] when we first construct the power-set automaton for A and then add the single rule
 → P .) By construction, B[P] is deterministic and complete; for s ∈ C and S ⊆ Q we write
B[P](s) = S in case s →∗ B[P] S. We conclude by proving that L∀ and L∃ are accepted by B[Q] and
A[Q] respectively:
(i) L(B[Q]) = L∀ with {S ⊆ Q | ∀X ∈ S : X ∈ F} =PF as set of accepting states if A is deter-
ministic,7
(ii) L(A[Q]) = L∃ with F as set of accepting states, hence L(B[Q]) = L∃ with {S ⊆ Q | ∃X ∈
S : X ∈ F} as set of accepting states.
Indeed, A(s ◦ Q) = A[Q](s) = B[Q](s) implies s ∈ L∀ iff A[Q](s) = B[Q](s) ⊆ F for deterministic
A, which proves (i), and s ∈ L∃ iff A[Q](s) ∩ F = B[Q](s) ∩ F = ∅ for arbitrary A, which proves
(ii).
6 Note that determinism of A is used for the implication from s ◦ T ⊆ L to A(s ◦ T ) ⊆ F . For the inverse implication
completeness of A is needed.
7 In fact, B accepts L∀ (in the same states) if and only if A is strong nondeterministic, a notion adopted from [3] for finite
automata. This means that for any input either some run of the automaton accepts and no run rejects, or some run rejects and
no run accepts, i.e., ¯L = A−1( ¯F) with ¯L = T\L and ¯F = Q\F where A is treated as a relation between T and Q. Note
that L = A−1(F) always holds. Determinism implies strong nondeterminism and apparently there is no better way to make an
automaton strong nondeterministic than to make it deterministic straight away.
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For the proof the simple construction of the (nondeterministic) bottom-up automatonA[Q] accepting
L∃ in F would be sufficient. Then by L∀ = C\(T\L)∃ we already know that the universal closure of
L is also regular. Therefore, an automaton for L∀ could alternatively be obtained by first constructing
an automaton accepting T\L , then constructing, as in the proof, an automaton accepting the language
(T\L)∃ and, finally, building once more an automaton for the complement in order to get C\(T\L)∃.
Thus, L∀ can be decided in linear time for fixed L . For a term t and a linear set R as input, membership
t ∈ Red(R)∀ can be decided in time exponential in the size of the set R, more precisely in time polynomial
in (2k+1)size(R) × size(t), where the signature and the maximal arity k of its symbols are regarded as
constant.8 Here size(t) denotes the number of occurrences in t and size(R) is the sum of all size(s) for
s ∈ R. Note that this exponential bound is optimal for the worst case ([12], cf. [33]).
For studying nonground test sets in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we generalize the above closure operators
to nonground languages M ⊆ C : Again, s ∈ M∀ if and only if s ◦ T ⊆ M . Note, however, that
already the ground part of M determines M∀ since M∀ = (M ∩ T)∀. The above theorem then reads as
follows:
M ∩ T is regular iff M∀ is regular iff M∃ is regular.
Another reason to consider nonground languages is to obtain closure operators in the proper sense. Now
universal closure is idempotent (i.e., (M∀)∀ = M∀), monotone (i.e., M1 ⊆ M2 implies M∀1 ⊆ M∀2 ),
and, under the additional assumption that M is closed under ground substitutions (M ◦ T ⊆ M),
also extensive (i.e., M ⊆ M∀). For instance, languages of the form RED(R) are closed under ground
substitutions. The same remarks hold for existential closure as well.
5. TEST SETS
By definition, a term is in the universal closure of a tree language L if all its ground instances are
members of L . Instead of checking the typically infinite set of all ground instances it often suffices to
check a smaller number of instances, preferably finitely many. Additionally we want the set of terms
that is used for instantiations to be uniform for L , that is, independent of the term under consideration.
Such a set is said to be a test set for the universal closure of L . Analogously we define test sets for the
existential closure. The following definition is general enough to capture nonground test sets.
DEFINITION 2. A set of terms T ⊆ C is a test set for the universal closure of L ⊆ C if, for all
s ∈ C ,
s ∈ L∀ iff s ◦ T ⊆ L ,
and T is a test set for the existential closure of L if, for all s ∈ C ,
s ∈ L∃ iff s ◦ T ⊆ ¯L
with ¯L = C\L . In both cases, T is a ground test set if T ⊆ T .
EXAMPLE 5 (Example 1(1) cont’d). Standard approaches from the literature yield Nf(R1) of cardi-
nality n as a test set. We will show in Example 6(1) that in fact a singleton test set is sufficient.
Membership in L∀ and L∃ respectively becomes decidable if a finite test set effectively exists. In
Section 5.1 we show how to characterize and how to compute (minimal) finite ground test sets in case
L is regular. Perhaps surprising at first glance, finite ground test sets might exist even for nonregular
8 This bound is obtained as follows: We first construct a deterministic bottom-up automaton with at most 2size(R) states, accepting
the language Red(R) (at most one state for each subterm of a term in R is needed for a nondeterministic automaton). So, there
are at most (2size(R))k+1 × || different transition rules in the automaton. Now the behaviour of the powerset automaton B[Q]
can be simulated on the fly by considering at each occurrence of the term t all possibly applicable rules, leading to a maximum
of (2k+1)size(R) × size(t) steps.
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L (Remark 2 at the end of Section 5.1). In general, however, finite ground test sets do not exist in the
nonregular case (Remark 2 at the end of Section 5.1). This is possible, for instance, for nonregular
languages of the form L = Red(R) where R is nonlinear, whereas for languages L = RED(R) it
is known that finite (nonground) test sets always exist, even for nonlinear R. Section 5.2 deals with
nonground test sets for regular languages. We explain why nonground test sets can often be smaller
than any ground test set and again show how to obtain such sets. Finally in Section 5.3 we sketch a
generalization of the universal closure operator in order to handle extended ground reducibility and
related problems.
5.1. Ground Test Sets
A set of ground terms T is a ground test set for the universal closure of a language L ⊆ T if
s ◦ T ⊆ L is equivalent to s ◦ T ⊆ L for any s ∈ C . In particular, the set T of all ground terms
is always a trivial test set. A general characterization of ground test sets can be given in terms of an
appropriate equivalence relation on ground term sets. Define an equivalence relation ⊆L on PT and
a corresponding equivalence relation ⊆L on C by
T ⊆L T ′ iff ∀s ∈ C: s ◦ T ⊆ L ↔ s ◦ T ′ ⊆ L ,
s ⊆L s ′ iff ∀T ⊆ T: s ◦ T ⊆ L ↔ s ′ ◦ T ⊆ L .
The definitions immediately lead to the following characterization of ground test sets in terms of
congruences,9 which will be the starting point for the construction of test sets.
THEOREM 3 (Characterizing ground test sets). A set T ⊆ T is a test set for the universal closure of
L ⊆ T if and only if T ⊆L T .
It turns out that we can replace quantification over all terms in the definition of ⊆L by quantification
over the much simpler set of terms with at most one variable. Defining 1⊆L on PT by
T 1⊆L T
′ iff ∀s ∈ T(1): s ◦ T ⊆ L ↔ s ◦ T ′ ⊆ L ,
we get that both congruence relations are identical. Stated differently, ground test sets for L∀(1) =
L∀ ∩ T(1) are already ground test sets for L∀. When looking for ground test sets it therefore suffices
to consider contexts with one variable only.
LEMMA 2. The congruences ⊆L and 1⊆L on PT coincide.
Proof. Clearly ⊆L ⊆ 1⊆L follows from T(1) ⊆ C . To prove the converse inclusion suppose
T 1⊆L T ′ for sets T, T ′ ⊆ T . We have to show, for all s ∈ C ,
s ◦ T ⊆ L iff s ◦ T ′ ⊆ L .
The proof proceeds by induction on n for s ∈ T[n]; recall C =
⋃
n≥0 T[n]. For s ∈ T[n] and sets
Ti ⊆ C let s ◦ (T1, . . . , Tn) denote the set of terms that results from replacing the i th occurrence of
 in s (relative to a fixed ordering on positions, lexicographic say) by some term in Ti . For n = 0 the
claim is trivially true since then s ◦ T = {s} = s ◦ T ′. For n > 0 we get
s ◦ T = s ◦ (T, . . . , T, T ) ⊆ L iff (i)
s ◦ (T, . . . , T, T ′) ⊆ L iff (ii)
s ◦ (T ′, . . . , T ′, T ′) = s ◦ T ′ ⊆ L . (iii)
9 In analogy to ∈L and ∈L defined in Section 3, the equivalence relation ⊆L is a left congruence in the sense that
T ⊆L T ′ implies S ◦ T ⊆L S ◦ T ′ for S ⊆ C , and the relation ⊆L becomes a proper right congruence when it is extended
to sets of contexts, i.e., when s and s′ are replaced by S, S′ ⊆ C . Then indeed, S ⊆L S′ implies S ◦ T ⊆L S′ ◦ T for T ⊆ C .
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T ⊇
∗A

T
∗A

Q ⊇ P
L∀
L(B[A(T)]) ⊆ L(B[A(T )])
L(B[Q]) 	=? L(B[P])
L∃
L(A[T]) ⊇ L(A[T ])
L(A[Q]) 	=? L(A[P])
FIGURE 1
For the equivalence of (i) and (ii) apply T 1⊆L T ′ to s ◦ (T, . . . , T, {}) ⊆ T(1). And to show
equivalence of (ii) and (iii) apply the induction hypothesis to s ◦ ({}, . . . , {}, T ′) ⊆ T[n − 1].
As a further characterization, we establish a bijection between ground test sets on the one hand and
certain automata on the other. For regular L let the automata A and B be as in the proof of Theorem 2:
The language L is accepted by the complete and deterministic automatonA with accessible states Q in
states F . And, for P ⊆ Q, the automatonB[P] denotes the powerset automaton ofAwith the additional
rule  → P . Now there is a direct connection between ground term sets T and state sets P as follows.
Suppose A(T ) equals P . Then the automaton B[P] accepts L∀ (in PF as before) if and only if T is a
ground test set for the universal closure of L . This can be read in two directions: Given a ground test
set T , the automaton B[A(T )] accepts L∀. Conversely, given an automaton B[P] accepting L∀, any set
T proving the accessibility of P in A is a test set. Minimal ground test sets, in particular, correspond to
minimal such sets of states with exactly the same cardinality. Figure 1 illustrates this close relationship
between automata and ground test sets.
THEOREM 4 (Characterizing ground test sets). Let L ⊆ T be regular, let A be a complete deter-
ministic10 automaton with accessible states Q, accepting L in F ⊆ Q, and letB be defined as explained
above. For T ⊆ T and P ⊆ Q with P = A(T ) the following properties are equivalent:
(1) T is a ground test set for the universal closure of L.
(2) T 1⊆L T .
(3) B[P] accepts L∀ in PF.
Analogously, with ¯L = T \ L and A[P] = A ∪ { → X | X ∈ P}, the following properties are
equivalent:
(1) T is a ground test set for the existential closure of L.
(2) T 1⊆ ¯L T .
(3) A[P] accepts L∃ in F.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) in both cases remains to be shown. As a generalization of
B[Q](s) = A(s ◦ T) we need, for s ∈ C ,
B[P](s) = A[P](s) = A(s ◦ P) = A(s ◦A(T )) = A(s ◦ T ).
For a set T ⊆ T being a test set for L∀ is equivalent to
s ◦ T ⊆ L iff s ∈ L∀
for any s ∈ C . And that B[P] accepts L∀ in PF is equivalent to
B[P](s) ⊆ F iff s ∈ L∀
10 Again, as in Theorem 2, strong nondeterminism (instead of determinism) is sufficient and is necessary only for the part
concerning the universal closure.
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for any s ∈ C . Thus,
s ◦ T ⊆ L iff A(s ◦ T ) ⊆ F iff B[P](s) ⊆ F
gives the first part of the proof. Analogously, T being a test set for L∃ in F is equivalent to
s ◦ T ∩ L = ∅ iff s ∈ L∃
for any s ∈ C . And that A[P] accepts L∃ in F is equivalent to
A[P](s) ∩ F = ∅ iff s ∈ L∃
for any s ∈ C . Thus,
s ◦ T ∩ L = ∅ iff A(s ◦ T ) ∩ F = ∅ iff A[P](s) ∩ F = ∅
concludes the proof.
The respective equivalences between (1) and (3) are sufficient to derive all the decidability results
stated below since equivalence of automata is decidable. In the following, however, the focus is on a
detailed analysis of congruences.
The left congruence ∈L on T and the left congruence 1⊆L on PT are directly related using the
quotients
L/t = {s ∈ T(1) | s ◦ t ∈ L} and L/T =
⋂
t∈T
L/t
for t ∈ T and T ⊆ T . Note that L/T = L∀(1).
LEMMA 3. For t, t ′ ∈ T, t ∈L t ′ if and only if L/t = L/t ′ and for T, T ′ ⊆ T , T 1⊆L T ′ if and
only if L/T = L/T ′.
Figure 2 summarizes all congruences involved so far. Here, is left-right correspondance,
is equality,   is equality on T(1) ⊆ C , and  means that the first congruence completely
determines the second one according to Lemma 3.
We immediately get a characterization of regularity in terms of the left congruence ⊆L on PT ,
analogous to the one in Theorem 1.
COROLLARY 1. For a language L ⊆ T the following properties are equivalent:
(1) L is regular.
(2) ⊆L on PT has finite index.
(3) ⊆L on C has finite index.
⊆L on PT
Lemma 2
⊆L on C
= on T (1)





1⊆L on PT

Lemma 3


⊆L on T(1)
∈L on T ∈L on T(1)
FIGURE 2
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Proof. We first show that (1) is equivalent to (2): By Theorem 1, L is regular if and only if the left
congruence ∈L on T has finite index. Finite index of ∈L on T already yields finite index of 1⊆L
on PT by Lemma 3. The inverse holds since ∈L on T corresponds to 1⊆L on singleton subsets
of T . Now, Lemma 2 yields the equivalence of regularity of L and finite index of ⊆L on PT . The
missing link to achieve (3) is Lemma 7 in Appendix A: Choosing A = C , B = PT , C = PT , and
S = PL , S on B equals ⊆L on PT , and S on A equals ⊆L on C .
Another consequence of Lemma 3 is that every cross-section (that is, system of representatives) of
∈L is already a test set.
COROLLARY 2. If T ⊆ T is a cross-section of ∈L then T 1⊆L T .
THEOREM 5. Each cross-section of ∈L onT is a ground test set for the universal and the existential
closure of L. Therefore, finite ground test sets always effectively exist for the universal and the existential
closure of regular languages.
Typically, however, much smaller test sets exist as shown by the examples below.
We can interpret these observations in terms of tables as used in Example 2. First note that computing
this kind of table amounts to figuring out finite cross-sections of ∈L on T and ∈L on T(1),
respectively; this is possible just for regular L , and algorithms will be given in Section 6. Now, a term
s is in L∀(1) if and only if the corresponding row contains no minus-entry. (Thus L∀(1) is always a
single right class.) More generally, checking T ⊆L T ′ amounts to collect rows that have a minus-entry
below some term from T and T ′ respectively, and to check whether the two collections are equal. Hence
T is a test set for the universal closure if and only if the corresponding columns ‘cover’ all existing
minus-entries. A more detailed treatment of the algorithmic aspects can be found in Section 6.
THEOREM 6. It is decidable whether a given finite (or more general, regular) set of ground terms is
a test set for the universal or existential closure of a given regular language.
Ground supersets of ground test sets are test sets as well. Therefore we are interested in minimal test
sets w.r.t. set inclusion, or in optimal test sets, that is, test sets of least cardinality. (Again, we refer to
Section 6.) Finding a minimal test set in this way amounts to solve a minimum cover problem which
is NP-complete in general [19]. Note that we can also minimize arbitrary given ground test sets in the
same manner.
THEOREM 7. Optimal ground test sets for the universal and the existential closure of regular tree
languages effectively exist. Minimality of a given ground test set is decidable.
EXAMPLE 6 (Example 2 cont’d). (1) For L = Red(R1) we obtain L∀ = A1, since the row for A1
contains only plus-entries. Although the cross-section has cardinality n+1, a singleton test set exists: The
set {0} is the only minimal (thus optimal) test set for the universal closure of L since the minus-entries
of the last column cover the minus-entries of any other column, that is, {0} ⊆L T .
(2) For L = Red(R2) we get L∀ = A2. In this example, two different minimal test sets exist
(relative to the representatives chosen):
{a} ⊆L {g(a), h(a)} ⊆L T
shows that {a} as well as {g(a), h(a)} is a possible ground test set and it is easy to see that both are
minimal. The only optimal ground test set is {a}.
EXAMPLE 7. Consider the schematic examples given in Tables (a)–(c) where T0 = {t1, . . . , tn} is a
cross-section of the left congruence on T . The singleton {tn} is the unique minimal test set (relative
to T0) in example (a). For (b) any two element subset of T0 is a minimal test set. And T0 is the unique
minimal test set in example (c); note that here T ⊆L T ′ holds if and only if T = T ′ for T, T ′ ⊆ T0.
All three schemes are parts of instances of the form L = Red(R) with finite linear R. For the sake of
simplicity we left out some of the classes. The complete Red(R)-examples can be found in Appendix B.
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t1 t2 · · · tn
s1 + − − −
s2 + + − −
· · · + + + −
sn + + + +
(a)
t1 t2 · · · tn
s1 + − − −
s2 − + − −
· · · − − + −
sn − − − +
(b)
t1 t2 · · · tn
s1 − + + +
s2 + − + +
· · · + + − +
sn + + + −
(c)
We conclude this section with two remarks on ground test sets for nonregular languages.
Remark 1. Finite ground test sets might exist also for the universal closure of nonregular languages,
i.e., even in case the cross-section of the left congruence is infinite. Consider, for example, L = Red(R)
over  = {a, g, f } with
R = {g( f (,)), f (, f (,)), f ( f (,),), f (x, x)}.
Here, of course, instantiating the nonlinear term f (x, x) means to replace both occurrences of the variable
x by the same ground term. The resulting congruence classes are depicted in the following table.
f (a, g(a)) a g(a) g2(a) . . .
 − − − − −
g() + − − − −
f (a,) + + − − −
f (g(a),) + − + − −
f (g2(a),) + − − + −
. . . + − − − . . .
Note that Nf(R) = F ∪ G where F = { f (gi (a), g j (a)) | i, j ≥ 0, i = j} and G = {gi (a) | i ≥ 0}. The
whole set F and each term of the set G is a single left class, leading to infinitely many left classes. For
the sake of simplicity we left out the left class L and the right class RED(R) (that coincides with L∀ in this
example). The right classes are {} and {gi () | i ≥ 1} ∪ { f (gi (a), g j (), f (g j (), gi (a)) | 0 ≤ i < j}
and, for each k ≥ 0, Fk = { f (gi (a), g j (), f (g j (), gi (a)) | 0 ≤ j ≤ i, i − j = k}. Now, each set
containing two arbitrary terms from G is a test set (cf. Example 7 (b)). As a minimal ground test set we
can choose {a, g(a)}, for instance. We remark that L is a context-free tree language. Structurally even
simpler, it is the union of a regular and a top-context-free language [1, 29].
This example shows that Theorem 5 cannot be extended to a characterization of regularity. Interest-
ingly, our example is again a language of the form Red(R) with finite R. In this case, however, Red(R)
not being regular (by Theorem 1), R is necessarily nonlinear (cf. [39]).
Remark 2. Now, one might conjecture that finite ground test sets exist for the universal closure of
any language of the form Red(R) where R is an arbitrary (linear or nonlinear) finite set. Indeed, finite
nonground test sets can always be effectively obtained for this class of languages [27, 37]. However,
we cannot dispense with the generalization to nonground test sets, as the following example shows.
Consider L = Red(R) over  = {a, b, f }, a, b constants, with R = { f (x, x)}. Let t0, t1, . . . enumerate
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Nf(R), i.e., Nf(R) = {ti | i ≥ 0} and ti = t j for i = j , and define terms si ∈ T[1] by
s0 = , si+1 = f (si ◦ ti , si ).
For instance, the term s3 looks like
f






f




f




f
	
f
	
f
	
f

	
t0 t1 t0 t2 t0 t1 t0 
It is easy to verify that (i) si ◦ t j ∈ Nf(R) if and only if i ≤ j , and hence (i i) si ∈ L∀ for i ≥ 0. Now
suppose T is a finite ground test set for the universal closure of L; let m = max{i | ti ∈ T }. Although
sm+1 ∈ L∀ by (i i), we get sm+1 ◦ T ⊆ L by (i), a contradiction. This means that there is no finite ground
test set in this case.
t0 t1 t2 . . .
s0 − − − −
s1 + − − −
s2 + + − −
. . . + + + . . .
5.2. Nonground Test Sets
In connection with ground reducibility, usually test sets with variables are considered. They are guar-
anteed to exist (also in the nonregular case), and variables are indispensible when additional properties,
e.g., completeness,11 are required. Furthermore, allowing variables often leads to smaller test sets.
The idea underlying the use of nonground test sets is to test membership of test set instances relative to
a superset of L . Since we cannot extend L by ground terms without changing its universal closure, we add
terms over an enlarged signature instead. Here we consider the case where the constant symbol is added
to ; this gives “test sets with variables” as studied in the literature on ground reducibility [27, 37, 50].
Let L ⊆ T as before and choose any set M ⊆ C with
L ⊆ M ⊆ L∀.
Thus L = M ∩ T and the universal closure of L and M coincide since then L∀ = (M ∩ T)∀ = M∀.
In this setting, we call T ⊆ C a test set for the universal closure of M if, for any s ∈ C ,
s ∈ M∀ iff s ◦ T ⊆ M. (1)
Obviously, any ground test set for the universal closure of L is also a test set for the universal closure
of M .
A good choice for M might be a set which is as large as possible, and at the same time simple enough
to make membership for M easily decidable, for example, a regular set. The two extremes, however,
do not make much sense: For M = L we are back to the ground case, and for M = L∀ we do not gain
11 T ⊆ C is said to be complete for R if Nf(R) ⊆ T ◦ T .
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anything as with the singleton test set T = {} condition (1) becomes a tautology. In all examples of
this section we choose L = Red(R) and M = RED(R) for the respective set R.
Analogously, we consider languages M with L ⊆ M ⊆ L∃ and say that T ⊆ C is a test set for the
existential closure of M if s ∈ M∃ is equivalent to s ◦ T ∩ M = ∅ for any s ∈ C .
First we restrict our attention to terms with at most one variable. Consider the schematic example
below where the ground part is enriched by three nonground columns; i.e., we assume si ∈ T(1),
ti ∈ T , ci ∈ C . Now a plus-entry stands for membership in M .
Here the ground test set {t1, . . . , tn} for M∀(1) of cardinality n can be replaced by a test set with two
elements, namely {c1, c2}, as these two terms cover all minus-entries of the ground part. It is important
to note that c2 cannot be replaced by c3 in this test set, and c3 is not even allowed in any test set. Although
{c1, c3} covers all minus-entries, it also introduces new ones, thereby loosing the test set property; more
precisely, s0 is a member of M∀(1) but s0 ◦c3 is not in M ; hence Property (1) does not hold. In particular,
this example shows that in the nonground case the property of being a test set is not preserved in general
when we go from sets to supersets.
t1 t2 · · · tn c1 c2 c3
s0 + + + + + + −
s1 − + + + − + +
s2 + − + + + − −
· · · + + − + − + +
sn + + + + + − −
As in the previous section we can characterize also nonground test sets in terms of congruences and
automata. For this purpose we replace ⊆L by the left congruence ⊆M onPC where, for T, T ′ ⊆ C
and for s, s ′ ∈ C ,
T ⊆M T ′ iff ∀s ∈ C : s ◦ T ⊆ M ↔ s ◦ T ′ ⊆ M,
s ⊆M s ′ iff ∀T ⊆ C : s ◦ T ⊆ M ↔ s ′ ◦ T ⊆ M.
THEOREM 8 (Characterizing nonground test sets). Let M ⊆ C be regular, let A be a complete
deterministic automaton with accessible states Q, accepting M in F ⊆ Q, and let A[P] and B[P] for
P ⊆ Q be defined as in Theorem 4. For T ⊆ C and P ⊆ Q with P = A(T ) the following properties
are equivalent:
(1) T is a test set for the universal closure of M.
(2) T ⊆M T .
(3) B[P] accepts M∀ in PF.
Analogously, with ¯M = C \ M the following properties are equivalent:
(1) T is a test set for the existential closure of M.
(2) T ⊆ ¯M T .
(3) A[P] accepts M∃ in F.
In case the underlying signature contains only symbols of arity 0 and 1 we now can proceed as in the
ground case, computing the left congruence ⊆M on terms C (instead of ⊆L on T) and the right
congruence ⊆M on T(1) (instead of ⊆L on T(1)).
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EXAMPLE 8 (Singleton nonground sets). Let R = {g(a), h(b), g(h()), h(g())} over  = {a, b,
g, h}. For the corresponding left and right classes in the table we use the notations g∗(t) = {gi (t) | 0 ≤ i}
and g+(t) = {gi (t) | 0 < i}. An optimal ground test set is {a, b}, whereas we can choose {} as an optimal
nonground test set. The example is rather special as ground reducibility coincides with reducibility, that
is, RED(R)∀ = RED(R).
Red(R) g∗(b) h∗(a) 
RED(R) + + + +
 + − − −
g+() + − + −
h+() + + − −
Note that this is the case if and only if the singleton {} suffices as a test set. As a consequence, in
example R3 in Appendix B we can choose {} instead of the set {gi (a) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n} of cardinality n as
a test set.
Unfortunately, in contrast to the ground case, test sets T for M∀(1) are not necessarily test sets for
M∀. They may cheat in every possible sense: In Property (1) “s ∈ M∀ iff s ◦ T ⊆ M” neither the “if”
nor the “only if” implication holds in general, as the following example illustrates.
EXAMPLE 9 (Test sets for one-variable terms are not always general test sets). (1) Consider R =
{ f (a,), f (, a), f (, f (,)), f ( f (,),)} over  = {a, f }. Then NF(R) = C\RED(R) = {a,,
f (,)} and Nf(R) = {a}. Here, for terms in T(1) ground reducibility is equivalent to reducibility,
and test sets for RED(R)∀(1) are {a}, {}, and { f (,)}, for instance. But T = {} is not a test set for
RED(R)∀ since
f (,) ∈ RED(R)∀ but f (,) ◦ T = { f (,)} ⊆ RED(R).
The corresponding left and right congruences ⊆M on C and ⊆M on T(1) can be found in the first
table of Example 10, replacing  by  and dropping the last row.
(2) For R = {h(a), h(h()), h( f (,)), f (h(), h()), f (, f (,)), f ( f (,),)} over  =
{a, h, f } we get NF(R) = {a, h(), f (a, a), f (,), f (a, h()), f (h(), a)}, and Nf(R) = {a, f (a, a)}.
Among the test sets for RED(R)∀(1) are {a} and {h()}. Nevertheless T = {h()} is not a test set for
RED(R)∀ since
f (,) ∈ RED(R)∀ but f (,) ◦ T = { f (h(), h())} ⊆ RED(R).
Only under additional assumptions an analogue to Lemma 2 can be established. For instance, in order
to overcome problem (2) in Example 9, we might consider complete test sets, that is, sets T ⊆ C such
that each irreducible ground term is an instance of some term in T , i.e., Nf(R) ⊆ T ◦ T . Complete-
ness always ensures that s ◦ T ⊆ RED(R) implies s ∈ RED(R)∀.12 Establishing this kind of criteria,
however, does not lead to minimal test sets and, even worse, in this way we get no characterization of
test sets.
Hence, in general, an analogue to Lemma 2 does not hold. The question now is how to decide
the relation ⊆M in order to apply Theorem 8. For this purpose we will consider several syntactic
12 Indeed, let T be complete and assume s ◦ T ⊆ RED(R). Then s ◦ T = s ◦ (Red(R) ∪ Nf(R)) ⊆ Red(R) ∪ s ◦ Nf(R) and
s ◦ Nf(R) ⊆ s ◦ T ◦ T ⊆ RED(R) ◦ T = Red(R) imply s ◦ T ⊆ Red(R).
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congruences for M over ′ =  ∪ {} as intermediate steps. Since the variable symbol  now is
already a constant in the signature ′ we need another constant,  say, that will play the same role
for ′ as  in the “ground case” for . Denote by C(n) and C[n] the set of terms in T∪{,}
with at most n and exactly n occurrences of  respectively, and define the operation • : C(1) ×
C → C by  • t = t and f (s1, . . . , sn) • t = f (s1 • t, . . . , sn • t); thus RED(R) = C[1] • R ◦
C , for instance. Then left and right congruence relations ∈M on C and ∈M on C(1) are given
by
t ∈M t ′ iff ∀s ∈ C(1) : s • t ∈ M ↔ s • t ′ ∈ M,
s ∈M s ′ iff ∀t ∈ C : s • t ∈ M ↔ s ′ • t ∈ M.
We conclude by sketching an algorithm for (minimal) nonground test sets; for a more detailed presen-
tation see Section 6. Like in the ground case (Section 5.1) we first compute cross-sections of ∈M and
∈M , respectively. The algorithm is analoguous to the one for ∈L on T and ∈L on T(1). Now
we can determine the relation 1⊆M on PC where 1⊆M and ⊆M are defined in analogy to 1⊆L and
⊆L : for T, T ′ ⊆ C and for s, s ′ ∈ C∪{},
T ⊆M T ′ iff ∀s ∈ C∪{}: s • T ⊆ M ↔ s • T ′ ⊆ M,
s ⊆M s ′ iff ∀T ⊆ C : s • T ⊆ M ↔ s ′ • T ⊆ M,
and especially
T 1⊆M T
′ iff ∀s ∈ C(1): s • T ⊆ M ↔ s • T ′ ⊆ M.
Also in analogy to the ground case (Lemma 2), the relations 1⊆M and ⊆M on PC coincide. In
the ground case the algorithm would stop here, ⊆L being computed. In the nonground case, we
just have computed ⊆M and are still looking for the coarser left congruence ⊆M . As ⊆M is
contained in ⊆M , any set T with T ⊆M T already is a test set for the universal closure of
M . Since ⊆M may be properly contained in ⊆M , minimal sets in {T | T ⊆M T} are not
necessarily minimal in {T | T ⊆M T}; see Example 11. For the purpose of minimization w.r.t.
⊆M we compute the corresponding right congruence ⊆M , which in turn is achieved through a
refinement that is further discussed in Section 6. Now, according to Theorem 8, test sets for the uni-
versal closure of M are those subsets of a cross-section of ∈M that are congruent modulo ⊆M
to T .
Note that Corollary 1 holds analogously for M ⊆ C in the following sense: M is regular if and only
if ⊆M on PC has finite index if and only if ⊆M on C∪{} has finite index.
Figure 3 relates all congruences needed for the computation of nonground test sets; for details see
Section 6. Again, is left-right correspondance, is equality, and  indicates that the
first congruence completely determines the second one according to Lemma 3. Further, −−−→ means
that the first congruence refines the second one,   is equality on C(1) ⊆ C∪{}, and 
denotes “isomorphism” of ⊆M on C and ⊆M on T∪{} (as a subset of C∪{}) when • is repla-
ced by ◦.
EXAMPLE 10 (Expample 9 (1) cont’d). In order to determine a correct test set, we first compute
cross-sections of ∈M on C and of ∈M on C(1) using any standard algorithm; the result is shown
in the first table below. The second table represents the congruences ⊆M on PC and ⊆M on C .
We get
T ⊆M Red(R) ∪ {a} ⊆M { f (a, a), a} ⊆M {a} ⊆M { f (,)},
and {a} and { f (,)} are the (only) minimal test sets. It becomes obvious now that {} is incorrect as
this set introduces a minus-entry in the last row where T has a plus-entry. This especially shows that
a cross section of ∈M on C is not always a test set for M∀, and that only some of its proper subsets
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⊆M on PC

refines
⊆M on C



⊆M on PC
Lemma 2
⊆M on C∪{}
= on C (1)





1⊆M on PC

Lemma 3


⊆M on C(1)
∈M on C ∈M on C(1)
FIGURE 3
might be left congruent modulo ⊆M to T . (Note that RED(R) is a left class in the first table whereas
Red(R) and T are representatives for left classes in the second.)
a,
RED(R) f (,) 
reducible C(1) + + +
NF(R) − − −
 + − −
f (,), f (,) + + −
Red(R), ∅, T , {a},
{ f (a, a)} { f (,)} {}
RED(R) + + +
Nf(R) − − −
 + − −
f (,) + + −
THEOREM 9. Optimal test sets for the universal and the existential closure of regular tree languages
effectively exist. It is decidable whether a given finite (or regular) subset ofC is a test set for the universal
or existential closure of a given regular subset of C . Minimality of a given test set is decidable.
5.3. Generalized Universal Closure
As the name already suggests, the generalized universal closure is a generalization of the universal
closure. The difference is that we are not only interested in terms for which all ground instances are
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in a given language: Instead of replacing all variables, now just some selected variables (marked by
) are replaced by ground terms. Thus the generalized universal closure typically refers to nonground
languages. We define a term s ∈ C∪{} to be in the generalized universal closure of M ⊆ C if
s • T ⊆ M
and say that T ⊆ C is a test set for this closure in case s • T ⊆ M is equivalent to s • T ⊆ M
for any s ∈ C∪{}. For ground reducibility this means that we are more generally interested in the
question whether it suffices to instantiate just a fixed subset of the variables by ground terms in order
to ensure reducibility. In the domain of inductive reasoning there are some connections to the property
of P-superposability, introduced in [18], and to the notion of extended ground reducibility, introduced
in [10]. The notion of inductively complete positions [42] used in the latter reference is closely related
to a well-chosen subset of variables, marked by the symbol  in our case. Reddy [48] uses inductively
complete sets of positions for program synthesis. Also in [6] such a set of induction variables is chosen
in order to perform induction steps. There, a larger set of variables than the one sufficient for our purpose
might be necessary.
Perhaps surprising at first glance, the generalized problem is much easier to tackle than the construc-
tion of nonground test sets for the standard problem as in Section 5.2. This is due to the fact that the
generalized problem can be reduced to the ground case. Treating  ∪ {} as , • and  as ◦ and ,
respectively, the approach of Section 5.1 is applicable. There is a subtle but crucial difference, however,
in that we now select only those terms as candidates for the test set that are congruent modulo ∈M to
some term over  (as opposed to  ∪ {}). This is reflected by the following characterization through
the congruences introduced in Section 5.2.
THEOREM 10 (Characterizing generalized test sets). For a language M ⊆ C and a set T ⊆ C the
following properties are equivalent:
(1) T is a test set for the generalized universal closure of M.
(2) T ⊆M T .
(3) T 1⊆M T .
As already mentioned in Section 5.2, the left congruence ⊆M is coarser than ⊆M . Therefore, a test
set for the generalized universal closure of M always is a test set for the universal closure of M as well.
Since the converse does not hold, minimal test sets for the generalized universal closure of M might
not be minimal for the universal closure of M . This is illustrated by the following example. We give
languages M and (minimal) test sets T for the universal closure that are not test sets for the generalized
universal closure. In particular, it is shown that both directions in the equivalence “c • T ⊆ M iff
c • T ⊆ M” may fail to hold.
EXAMPLE 11. (Minimal test sets for the universal closure are not necessarily test sets for the gener-
alized universal closure)
(1) Counterexample to ⇐. Let  = {a, b, f } and consider
R = { f (a,), f (b, a), f (, b), f ( f (,),), f (, f (,))}.
Then NF(R) = {a, b,, f (, a), f (b,), f (,)} contains all irreducible terms, where {a, b,} are
the only terms that are not ground reducible. Now T = {a} is a test set for the universal closure of
RED(R): Whereas the only T -instance a of  is irreducible, all T -instances of ground reducible terms
are reducible. But T is not a test set for the generalized universal closure of RED(R): Whereas the term
f (,) is not in the generalized universal closure of RED(R) since f (b,) ∈ RED(R), the only term
in f (,) • T , namely f (a,), is in RED(R). The following table shows the left and right classes
modulo ∈RED(R) and ∈RED(R), respectively. It becomes apparent that the only minimal test set for the
generalized universal closure of RED(R) is the set {a, b}. That the singleton {a} is a test set for the
universal closure is due to the fact that T ⊆RED(R) {a} ⊆RED(R) {b}.
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f (, a)
f (b,)
RED(R) a b f (,) 
Reducible contexts in C(1) + + + + +
NF(R) − − − − −
 + − − − −
f (, a), f (b,) + + + + −
f (,) + + − + −
f (,) + − + + −
Finally note that ⇐ always holds for test sets T that are complete, that is, in case Nf(R) ⊆ T ◦ T .
(2) Counterexample to ⇒. Let  = {a, g, f } and consider
R = {g(a), g(g()), g( f (,)), f (, a), f (a, g()), f (g(), g()), f ( f (,),), f (, f (,))}.
This leads to NF(R) = {a,, g(), f (a,), f (, g()), f (g(),), f (,)}, where {a,} are the
only terms that are not ground reducible. Again it is easy to see that the set T = {g()} is a test set for
the universal closure of RED(R): The only T -instance g() of  is irreducible, and all T -instances of
ground reducible contexts are reducible. But T is not a test set for the generalized universal closure: A
look at the table below reveals that, even though the term f (,) belongs to the generalized universal
closure, we have f (,) • T = { f (, g())} ⊆ RED(R). Therefore no set containing g() is a test set
for the generalized universal closure. Nevertheless, {g()} is a test set for the universal closure since
T ⊆RED(R) {a} ⊆RED(R) {g()}.
f (a,)
f (, g())
f (g(),)
RED(R) a g() f (,) 
Reducible contexts in C(1) + + + + +
NF(R) − − − − −
 + − − − −
g(), f (a,),
f (, g()), f (, g()), + + + + −
f (g(),), f (g(),)
f (,) + − − + −
f (,) + + − + −
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6. ALGORITHMS FOR TEST SET CONSTRUCTION
Before giving concrete algorithms for constructing test sets, we first reconsider in more detail some
characterizations of regular languages, namely characterizations in terms of automata, congruences,
and characteristic functions (formalizing the tables we often used to visualize examples). Throughout
the first part concerning automata we consider a regular language M ⊆ C . Admittedly, some of the
basic results stated here will later be needed for languages L ⊆ T , thus replacing C by T , C(1) by
T(1),  and • by  and ◦, respectively. Nevertheless, in order to avoid tedious duplications, all results
are only stated for the nonground case, so that some of them have to be reinterpreted for the ground case
in Section 6.2. Some crucial notions, however, necessitate switching to the higher level, for instance the
bicongruences defined below.
6.1. Automata, Congruences, and Characteristic Functions
6.1.1. Bottom-up Automata and Congruences
We first consider a bottom-up automaton A with states Q accepting the regular language M ⊆ C .
The set of states accessible from a term s ∈ C∪Q and from a set of terms S ⊆ C∪Q , respectively, is
defined by
A(s) = {X ∈ Q | s →∗ A X} and A(S) =
⋃
s∈S
A(s).
Clearly, the kernel of the function s → A(s) saturates M , that is, A(s) = A(s ′) implies s ∈ M ↔ s ′ ∈
M . Furthermore, if A(s) = A(s ′) then A(c • s) = A(c • s ′) for any c ∈ C(1); thus
A(s) = A(s ′) implies s ∈M s ′. (2)
Similarly for sets of terms, if A(S) = A(S′) then A(c • S) = A(c • S′) for any c ∈ C∪{}. Here, the
kernel of S → A(S) does not in general saturate PM ; that is, A(S) = A(S′) does not imply S ⊆ M ↔
S′ ⊆ M .13 This is true, however, when A is deterministic and complete; in this case we get that
A(S) = A(S′) implies S ⊆M S′.
Next we define, more generally, functions A[s] :PQ → PQ where again the accessible states are
considered, but now depending on instantiations of the term s. This corresponds to the transition
monoid on the power set level. For P ⊆ Q let
A[s](P) = A(s ◦ P),
and for a set S let A[S] denote the function P → ⋃s∈S A[s](P); thus A[S](P) = A(S ◦ P). We have
A(s) = A(s ◦ ) = A(s ◦A()) = A[s](A()), therefore
A[s] = A[s ′] implies A(s) = A(s ′),
and for sets, A[S] = A[S′] implies A(S) = A(S′) as A(S) = A[S](A()). Further,
A[s ◦ T ] = A[s] ◦A[T ] (3)
13 Consider S = {a}, S′ = {a, b} and the incomplete automaton {a → X} with one state X which is accepting, or the nondeter-
ministic automaton {a → X, a → Y, b → Y } with states {X, Y }, X accepting.
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for T ⊆ C since
A[s ◦ T ](P) = A(s ◦ T ◦ P)
= A(s ◦A(T ◦ P))
= A[s](A[T ](P))
= (A[s] ◦A[T ])(P).
Note that A[s](P) = A[P](s) for the automaton A[P] introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.
The kernel of the transition function s → A[s] is a bicongruence in the sense that, for any c ∈ C(1)
and any T ⊆ C ,
A[s] = A[s ′] implies A[c • s] = A[c • s ′] and A[s ◦ T ] = A[s ′ ◦ T ] (4)
as for P ⊆ Q we have
A[c • s](P) = A((c • s) ◦ P)
= A((c ◦ P) • (s ◦ P))
= A((c ◦ P) •A(s ◦ P))
= A((c ◦ P) •A[s](P))
and by (3). Analogously, (4) holds for S, S′ ⊆ C . Now, if the automaton A is deterministic and
complete then
A[s] = A[s ′] implies s ⊆M s ′. (5)
The following example shows that this is not necessarily true for nondeterministic or incomplete au-
tomata.
EXAMPLE 12. Let the automaton A have states {X, Y } with accepting state X , the relevant rules
for f, g ∈  being f (X, X ) → X , f (X, Y ) → X , f (Y, X ) → Y , f (Y, Y ) → X , f (Y, Y ) → Y and
g(X ) → X , g(Y ) → X , g(Y ) → Y . Then for s = g() and s ′ = f (,) we get A[s] = A[s ′], but
s ◦ {X, Y } is accepted by A whereas f (Y, X ) ∈ s ′ ◦ {X, Y } is not. The same happens when instead of
the complete but nondeterministic automaton A we consider the deterministic but incomplete one that
results by dropping all rules with right-hand side Y .
In Section 6.3 we will need the following compositionality result, which is a variant of (3). Let
f ∈ n and ti ∈ C , then
A[ f (t1, . . . , tn)] = A[ f ] ◦ (A[t1], . . . ,A[tn]), (6)
where ◦ denotes n-ary function composition, using the n-ary function A[ f ] : PQ × · · · ×PQ → PQ
withA[ f ](P1, . . . , Pn) =A( f (P1, . . . , Pn)) and the tuple notation (A[t1], . . . ,A[tn])(P) = (A[t1](P),
. . . ,A[tn](P)). Indeed,
A[ f (t1, . . . , tn)](P) = A( f (t1 ◦ P, . . . , tn ◦ P))
= A( f (A(t1 ◦ P), . . . ,A(tn ◦ P)))
= A( f (A[t1](P), . . . ,A[tn](P)))
= A[ f ](A[t1](P), . . . ,A[tn](P))
= A[ f ]((A[t1], . . . ,A[tn])(P))
= (A[ f ] ◦ (A[t1], . . . ,A[tn]))(P).
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6.1.2. Characteristic Functions
The characteristic functions introduced here can be seen as a convenient notation for the tables relating
left and right congruence classes. The left characteristic function χ [s] corresponds to column s (it is
set to 1 exactly for those terms—or rows—that have a plus-entry in this column), and symmetrically
the right characteristic function χ [s] corresponds to row s. For defining these functions, we need to
introduce the standard characteristic function χ : T → {0, 1} for L ⊆ T with
χ (s) =
{
1 if s ∈ L ,
0 otherwise,
and the characteristic function χ : PT → {0, 1} for PL with χ (S) =
∧
s∈S χ (s); that is,
χ (S) =
{
1 if S ⊆ L ,
0 otherwise.
Now, for any term s ∈ T , the left function χ [s] : T(1) → {0, 1} is defined by
χ
 [s](c) = χ (c ◦ s),
and similarly for any set S ⊆ T , there is a function χ [S] : C → {0, 1} with
χ
 [S](c) = χ (c ◦ S).
Thus, by definition, the congruence relations ∈L and ⊆L are the kernel of the functions χ : T →
(T(1) → {0, 1}) and χ : PT → (C → {0, 1}), respectively; that is, for s, s ′ ∈ T and S, S′ ⊆ T
we have
χ
 [s] = χ [s ′] iff s ∈L s ′, (7a)
χ
 [S] = χ [S′] iff S ⊆L S′. (7)
For s ∈ C we define the right characteristic function χ [s] : PT → {0, 1} by
χ
 [s](T ) = χ (s ◦ T ),
and especially for s ∈ T(1) we also use χ [s] : T → {0, 1} with χ [s](t) = χ (s ◦ t). For sets of
terms S ⊆ C let χ [S] be the function T →
∧
s∈S χ
 [s](T ). Then, as for the left functions above, right
congruence relations are the kernels of right characteristic functions; for s, s ′ ∈ T(1) we get
χ
 [s] = χ [s ′] iff s ∈L s ′ (8)
and, for s, s ′ ∈ C ,
χ
 [s] = χ [s ′] iff s ⊆L s ′.
Left congruence is compatible with contexts and right congruence is compatible with instantiation; that
is, χ [S] = χ [S′] implies χ [s ◦ S] = χ [s ◦ S′] for s ∈ C , and χ [s] = χ [s ′] implies χ [s ◦T ] = χ [s ′ ◦T ]
for T ⊆ C , especially for s, s ′, t ∈ T(1),
χ
 [s] = χ [s ′] implies χ [s ◦ t] = χ [s ′ ◦ t]. (9)
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Finally, for later reference we state that right congruence is preserved under replacing ground subterms
by left congruent ones: For t, t ′ ∈ T , s ∈ T(1) and positions p in s,
t ∈L t ′ implies χ [s[t]p] = χ [s[t ′]p]. (10)
6.2. Constructing Ground Test Sets
Here we will describe an algorithm that results in a ground test set for the universal closure of a
regular tree language L ⊆ T , that is, by Theorem 3, in a subset of T which is left congruent modulo
⊆L to T . We recommend consulting Fig. 2 for an overview of all congruences needed. As we know
by Lemma 2, ⊆L and 1⊆L coincide, implying that it even suffices to reach a test set for L∀(1), that is,
a set which is left congruent modulo 1⊆L to T . For this purpose every set containing a cross-section
of ∈L will do by Corollary 2. A more interesting question is how to get a minimal or even optimal
test set (here “minimal” refers to set inclusion and “optimal” to cardinality). Such a small test set can
be achieved in two steps.
(a) Compute a finite set T ⊆ T containing a cross-section of ∈L and a finite set C ⊆ T(1)
containing a cross-section of ∈L .
(b) Among all subsets of T choose a minimal (or optimal) set T ′ that still is a test set for L∀, that
is, with T ′ 1⊆L T .
How to perform step (a) is explained in detail below. Since T and C are finite sets for regular L , we can
also effectively perform step (b). Recall that ∈L and ⊆L coincide on T(1); therefore C contains
a cross-section of ⊆L on T(1). Because of T 1⊆L T we can decide T ′ 1⊆L T by checking
T ′ 1⊆L T , that is, by verifying ∀s ∈ C : s ◦ T ′ ⊆ L ↔ s ◦ T ⊆ L .
6.2.1. Representatives for ∈L on T
A set of terms T ⊆ T is a cross-section of ∈L if and only if
{χ [t] | t ∈ T } = {χ [t] | t ∈ T}
(by (7a)), and T is minimal (modulo set inclusion) among all term sets satisfying this property. In the
following we describe an approach to construct such a set or a superset thereof.
Let A be a deterministic and complete bottom-up automaton, not necessarily minimal, accepting the
regular language L; let Q be its set of states. Since in this case A(t) contains exactly one state for each
term t , we will write A(t) = q instead of A(t) = {q} in the following; hence A(T ) = {A(t) | t ∈ T }
for sets T ⊆ T .
In order to construct a finite set containing a cross-section of ∈L we choose a set of witnesses for
the accessible states in A (cf. (2)), that is, a set T ⊆ T with
A(T ) = A(T).
If we want to compute a proper cross-section of ∈L we can minimize this set by checking left
congruence of its members. For this purpose we would first determine a finite set C ⊆ T(1) containing
a cross-section of the corresponding right congruence ∈L ; an algorithm is given below. Then left
congruence of terms could be checked by using the set C instead of the whole set T(1). Observe that
for t, t ′ ∈ T we have t ∈L t ′ if and only if ∀s ∈ C : s ◦ t ∈ L ↔ s ◦ t ′ ∈ L .
Now consider the following deduction rule, operating on sets T ⊆ T .
T
T ∪ {t} if t ∈ G ◦ T and A(t) ∈ A(T ), (L)
where
G = { f (, . . . ,) | f ∈ }
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is a set of generators for the term algebra over signature ; note that T is contained in G ∪ G ◦ G ∪
G ◦ G ◦ G · · · . For later reference observe that (L) is no longer applicable to a set T if and only if
A(G ◦ T ) ⊆ A(T ). (11)
It remains to show that the induced inference process indeed always computes the desired result.
LEMMA 4. Starting with ∅, (L)-deductions always terminate with a minimal set T ⊆ T such that
A(T ) = A(T), that is, with a set containing a cross-section of ∈L on T .
Proof. Each (L)-deduction terminates after at most |A(T)| ≤ |Q| steps, with a set T , say. Now
assume that the algorithm does not work correctly, that is, A(T ) = A(T). Let s = f (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ T
be a minimal term modulo the subterm relation with A(s) ∈ A(T ); that is, A(s|p) ∈ A(T ) for all
positions p = λ in s. Then for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a term ti ∈ T such that A(ti ) = A(si ); thus
A(s) = A( f (s1, . . . , sn))
= A( f (A(s1), . . . ,A(sn)))
= A( f (A(t1), . . . ,A(tn)))
= A( f (t1, . . . , tn))
∈ A(G ◦ T ).
So s is a term for which A(s) is not in A(T ) but in A(G ◦ T ), contradicting (11). Minimality of T
follows from A(t) = A(t ′) for different terms t and t ′ in T .
Note that dropping the minimality requirement we could start with any set of ground terms instead of
just the empty set. The reason for this is that independent of the set already constructed we can choose
all constant symbols at any moment as they belong to G ◦ ∅, thus to G ◦ T for any T ⊆ T .
6.2.2. Representatives for ∈L on T(1)
A set of terms C ⊆ T(1) is a cross-section of ∈L if and only if, by (8),
χ
{C} = χ{T(1)}
and C is minimal (modulo set inclusion) among all term sets with this property, where χ{C} abbreviates
{χ [c] | c ∈ C}. A possible algorithm for constructing such a set consists of the following two steps:
First compute a finite set T ⊆ T containing a cross-section of the corresponding left congruence
∈L ; an algorithm for this purpose was given above. Then compute the desired set using the following
deduction rule, operating on sets C ⊆ T(1).
C
C ∪ {s} if s ∈ C ◦ G and χ
 [s] ∈ χ{C}, (R)
where
G = { f (t1, . . . , ti−1,, ti+1, . . . , tn) | f ∈ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, t j ∈ T }.
This rule is no longer applicable to C if and only if
χ
{C ◦ G} ⊆ χ{C}. (12)
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Application of the rule is clearly effective due to the finiteness of T . Note that T contains a cross-section
of ∈L ; thus for s, s ′ ∈ T(1) we get the equality χ [s] = χ [s ′] on T already if χ [s] restricted to T
coincides with χ [s ′] restricted to T .
What set should the deduction start with? Now the empty set is not a good choice since ∅◦ G = ∅ (in
the preceding section we had G ◦ ∅ = 0). So at least  will be a member of the starting set, as  ∈ C
implies G ⊆ C ◦ G. But also {} is not sufficient since we then might fail to reach all functions in
χ
{T}. In order to guarantee χ{T} ⊆ χ{C} after termination, we simply choose χ{T} to be a subset
of the starting set. (Alternatively we could replace G by G ∪ T .) This is achieved in the following way.
First note that χ{T} = χ{T }. In order to obtain a minimal set in the above sense, however, we do not
add the entire set T to our starting set. In case L is either empty or equals T we have χ{T} = {χ []}
(recall that χ [] = χ ), and nothing has to be added. Otherwise, χ{T} contains exactly two constant
functions, t → 0 and t → 1, which are different from χ []. So let ¯T ⊆ T contain exactly one term
from L and one from T \ L in case L is neither empty nor equal to T , otherwise let ¯T = ∅, and in
any case start with the set {} ∪ ¯T .
LEMMA 5. Starting with {} ∪ ¯T , (R)-deductions always terminate with a minimal set C ⊆ T(1)
such that χ{C} = χ{T(1)}, that is, with a cross-section of ∈L on T(1).
Proof. Concerning termination of the algorithm, we know that there are at most 2|T | many different
functions in χ{T(1)}, by the remark after (12). Thus each (R)-deduction terminates after at most 2|T |
steps, with a set C ⊆ T(1), say. To show that the algorithm is correct we assume the contrary, that is,
χ
{C} = χ{T(1)}. By the choice of the starting set we have χ{T} ⊆ χ{C}, hence χ{T[1]}  χ{C}.
Among all these counterexamples we choose one which is minimal modulo the instance relation, that
is, a term s ∈ T[1] with χ [s] ∈ χ{C} and
χ
 [s[]p] ∈ χ{C} for all positions p in s with p < q, (13)
where s(q) = . From  ∈ C we know that s = , so let p be the position just above the occurrence of
 in s; that is, s|p = f (s1, . . . , si−1,, si+1, . . . , sn) for terms s j ∈ T . By definition of T , for each s j
there is a term t j ∈ T with s j ∈L t j , and by (13) there is a term c ∈ C with χ [s[]p] = χ [c]. Then
χ
 [s] = χ [s[]p ◦ f (s1, . . . , si−1,, si+1, . . . , sn)]
= χ [s[]p ◦ f (t1, . . . , ti−1,, ti+1, . . . , tn)] by (10)
= χ [c ◦ f (t1, . . . , ti−1,, ti+1, . . . , tn)] by (9)
∈ χ{C ◦ G}
together with χ [s] ∈ χ{C} results in a contradiction to (12).
To ensure minimality of the set C we have started with the set {}∪ ¯T in which all terms have different
χ

-functions, and in each step we have added only terms with χ -functions not encountered so far.
It is worth noting that for our purposes we have to do more than just to minimize the automaton A.
Whereas for minimization it suffices to separate ground terms t, t ′ from T with s ◦ t ∈ L and s ◦ t ′ ∈ L
for some s ∈ T(1), here we are interested in the actual kind of separation. In general it is not enough to
just know that t ∈L t ′, but to know the different χ -functions of t and t ′. For example, with χ [t](s) = 1,
χ
 [t ′](s) = 0, and χ [t](s ′) = 0, χ [t ′](s ′) = 1, it might be important to keep track of both separators s
and s ′ because possibly the two separators together force both t and t ′ to be members of a minimal test
set in order to guarantee χ{T } = χ{T}.
6.3. Constructing Nonground Test Sets
In this last section we deal with a regular language M ⊆ C . For computing test sets for the universal
closure of M , by Theorem 8 we are looking for subsets of C that are left congruent modulo ⊆M to T .
In order to recall the different congruences it might be helpful to consider the figure before Example 10.
Our algorithm consists of the following steps, justified below.
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(a) Compute a finite set T ⊆ C containing a cross-section of ∈M and a finite set C ⊆ C
containing a cross-section of ⊆M .
(b) Among all subsets of T choose a minimal (or optimal) set T ′ that is a test set for M∀, that is,
with T ′ ⊆M T .
For (b) it is important to note that in the nonground case a cross-section of ∈M is not necessarily a
test set for the universal closure of M , as Example 10 illustrates, and the same is true for the entire set
C . As a direct consequence of the definition of (ground or nonground) test sets we know that if T1 and
T2 are test sets and T1 ⊆ T2 then any set T0 with T1 ⊆ T0 ⊆ T2 is a test set as well. Thus, in contrast to
the ground case where T is always a trivial test set, now we lose the property that supersets of test sets
are again test sets.
For deciding T ′ ⊆M T we effectively choose a finite set T0 ⊆ C with T0 ⊆M T and check
whether T ′ ⊆M T0 holds. For instance, we could take T0 = {t ∈ T | ∃t ′ ∈ T : t ∈M t ′}.
(Alternatively, we could have chosen T in such a way that it contains ground representatives for those
classes that have at least one ground member. Then take T0 = T ∩T .) In contrast to T , such a set T0 is
always a test set for M∀. Finally, note that T ′ ⊆M T0 if and only if ∀s ∈ C : s ◦T ′ ⊆ M ↔ s ◦T0 ⊆ M .
The correctness of step (b) relies on the fact that any subset S of C is left congruent modulo ⊆M
to some set in PT of at most the cardinality of S. In particular, for any minimal test set there is a left
congruent one in PT of the same cardinality.
6.3.1. Representatives for ⊆M on PC
For constructing a finite set containing a cross-section of ⊆M on PC we start with a finite set
T ⊆ C containing a cross-section of ∈M on C . The construction is exactly the one for ∈L from
Section 6.2.1, replacing the language L by M and the signature  by  ∪ {}. As a consequence, 
plays the role of  and • the role of ◦. Now, we claim that the setPT already serves our purpose. Indeed,
PT clearly contains a cross-section of 1⊆M , and therefore, as 1⊆M coincides with ⊆M (Lemma 2),
also contains a cross-section of ⊆M . Finally, ⊆M is a refinement of ⊆M , which implies that PT
also contains a cross-section of ⊆M .
For constructing a proper cross-section of ⊆M , we would compute a finite superset C ⊆ C of a
cross-section of the corresponding right congruence ⊆M as described below. Then we could minimize
the set PT using C (instead of C) by eliminating right congruent sets. Note that for T1, T2 ⊆ T we
have T1 ⊆M T2 if and only if ∀s ∈ C : s ◦ T1 ⊆ M ↔ s ◦ T2 ⊆ M .
6.3.2. Representatives for ⊆M on C
As a finite superset of a cross-section of ⊆M we choose a cross-section of a congruence that refines
the one we are looking for, namely the transition bicongruence on C defined in Section 6.1. For this
purpose we construct a set C ⊆ C with
A{C} = A{C},
where A is a deterministic and complete automaton accepting M with set of states Q, and where A{C}
abbreviates {A[c] | c ∈ C}. Recall that C then contains a cross-section of ⊆M as a consequence of (5).
Again, from C we could obtain a proper cross-section of ⊆M in the following manner. First compute
a finite superset ¯T ⊆ PC of a cross-section of the corresponding left congruence ⊆M as explained
above. Then minimize the set C using ¯T (instead of PC) by eliminating right congruent terms. Note
that s ⊆M s ′ if and only if ∀T ∈ ¯T : s ◦ T ⊆ M ↔ s ′ ◦ T ⊆ M for s, s ′ ∈ C .
Taking the above considerations into account, the following deduction rule, operating on sets C ⊆ C ,
now leads to a superset of a cross-section of ⊆M .
C
C ∪ {s} if s ∈ G ◦ C andA[s] ∈ A{C}, (B)
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where
G = { f (, . . . ,) | f ∈ }.
The rule is no longer applicable to C if and only if
A{G ◦ C} ⊆ A{C}. (14)
LEMMA 6. Starting with {}, (B)-deductions always terminate with a minimal set C ⊆ C such that
A{C} = A{C}, that is, with a set containing a cross-section of ⊆M .
Proof. The argument is similar to the proof of Lemma 4. Each (B)-deduction terminates after at
most 2|Q|×2|Q| steps, with a set C , say. Assume that the algorithm does not work correctly, that is,
A{C} = A{C}. Let s = f (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ C be a minimal term modulo the subterm relation with
A[s] ∈ A{C}, that is, A[s|p] ∈ A{C} for all positions p = λ in s. Then for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is
a term ti ∈ C such that A[ti ] = A[si ], thus using (6) we get
A[s] = A[ f (s1, . . . , sn)]
= A[ f ] ◦ (A[s1], . . . ,A[sn])
= A[ f ] ◦ (A[t1], . . . ,A[tn])
= A[ f (t1, . . . , tn)]
∈ A{G ◦ C}.
So s is a term for which A[s] is not in A{C} but in A{G ◦ C}, contradicting (14).
APPENDIX A
Given sets A, B, C and an operation #: A × B → C , for each set S ⊆ C we define equivalence
relations S on B and S on A by
b S b′ iff ∀a ∈ A: a # b ∈ S ↔ a # b′ ∈ S,
a S a
′ iff ∀b ∈ B: a # b ∈ S ↔ a′ # b ∈ S.
LEMMA 7. S on B has finite index if and only if S on A has finite index.
Proof. Using the quotients
a\S = {b ∈ B | a # b ∈ S} and S/b = {a ∈ A | a # b ∈ S}
for a ∈ A and b ∈ B, we get
a S a
′ iff a\S = a′\S, b S b′ iff S/b = S/b′
and
a\S = {b ∈ B | a ∈ S/b}, S/b = {a ∈ A | b ∈ a\S}.
Now assume that S on B has finite index. This means that there are only finitely many sets S/b for
b ∈ B. Since S/b = S/b′ for b S b′, the set a\S = {b | a ∈ S/b} is the union of S-classes on B.
Thus finite index for S on B implies that there are only finitely many different sets a\S for a ∈ A,
leading to a finite index for S on A. The other direction is symmetrical.
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APPENDIX B
The following examples are concrete instances of the schemes given in Example 7. We consider four
families of languages, each of them parameterized by a natural number n > 0. Let Lm = Red(Rm)
for 1 ≤ m ≤ 4 over signature  = {a, g, f } (for the sake of simplicity, we treat n as fixed), where Rm
is given below. Then, masking some of the left and right congruence classes, we obtain instances of
Table (a) with L1, L2, and L3, an instance of Table (b) with L1, and instances of Table (c) with L3
and L4.
R0 = {g( f (,)), f ( f (,),), f (, f (,))},
R1 = R0 ∪ { f (gi (a), gi (a)) | 0 ≤ i < n} ∪ { f (gn(), gn())},
R2 = R0 ∪ { f (gi (), gi (a)) | 0 ≤ i < n} ∪ { f (gn(),)},
R3 = R0 ∪ { f (gi+1(), gi (a)), f (gi (a), gi+1()) | 0 ≤ i < n},
R4 = R3 ∪ { f (gn(), gn())}.
The irreducible ground terms are gi (a), i ≥ 0, and f (gi (a), g j (a)), i, j ≥ 0, where
for Nf(R1): i = j and (i < n or j < n),
for Nf(R2): i < j and i < n,
for Nf(R3): i = j or (n ≤ i and n ≤ j),
for Nf(R4): i = j < n.
The ground reducible terms are Red(Ri )∀ = RED(Ri ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and
Red(R4)∀ = RED(R4) ∪ { f (gi (a), g j ()), f (g j (), gi (a)) | j < n ≤ i}
∪ { f (gi (), g j ()) | i < n ≤ j or j < n ≤ i}.
Hence, the terms that are not ground reducible are Nf(Rm), gi () for i ≥ 0, and f (gi (t1), g j (t2)) for
i, j ≥ 0, t1, t2 ∈ {a,} with t1 =  or t2 = , where
for Nf(R1)∃: i < n or j < n,
for Nf(R2)∃: i < n, and if t2 = a then i < j,
for Nf(R3)∃: if t1 = a then ( j ≤ i or n ≤ i)), and
if t2 = a then (i ≤ j or n ≤ j),
for Nf(R4)∃: i, j < n and
if t1 = a then j ≤ i, and if t2 = a then i ≤ j.
This leads to the following complete tables, containing cross-sections of the left congruence ∈Lm on
T \ Lm and of the corresponding right congruence ∈Lm on T(1) \ RED(Rm).
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B.1 Example R1
The classes are represented in the table in the following way:
Representative For the class
Left classes: ∈Red(R1) on T gk(a) for 0 ≤ k < n {gk(a)}
gn(a) {gi (a) | n ≤ i}
f (a, g(a)) {t ∈ Nf(R1) | t(λ) = f }
Red(R1)
Right classes: ∈Red(R1) on T(1)  {} ∪ Nf(R1) ∪ { f (gi (a), g j ()),
f (g j (), gi (a)) | 0 ≤ i < n, i < j}
g() {gi () | 1 ≤ i}
f (gk(a),) for 0 ≤ k < n { f (gi (a), g j ()), f (g j (), gi (a)) |
0 ≤ j ≤ i < n, i − j = k}
f (gn(a), gk()) for 0 ≤ k < n { f (gi (a), gk()), f (gk(), gi (a)) |
i ≤ n}
Red(R1)∀(1)
a g(a) . . . gk(a) . . . gn−1(a) gn(a) f (a, g(a))
 − − − − − − − −
g() − − − − − − − +
f (a,) + − − − − − − +
f (g(a),) − + − − − − − +
. . . − − . . . − − − − +
f (gk(a),) − − − + − − − +
. . . − − − − . . . − − +
f (gn−1(a),) − − − − − + + +
f (gn(a), gn−1()) − + + + + + + +
. . . − − . . . + + + + +
f (gn(a), gn−k()) − − − + + + + +
. . . − − − − . . . + + +
f (gn−1(a),) − − − − − + + +
f (gn(a),) − − − − − − + +
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Hence, the set {gi (a) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}∪{ f (a, g(a))} is a cross-section of the left congruence onT\Red(R1),
and consequently a ground test set for Red(R1)∀. The minimal ground test sets (w.r.t. the representatives
chosen) are the sets {a, gi (a)} with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for instance {a, g(a)}.
B.2 Example R2
The classes are represented in the table in the following way:
Representative For the class
Left classes: ∈Red(R2) on T gk(a)for 0 ≤ k < n {gk(a)}
gn(a) {gi (a) | n ≤ i}
f (a, g(a)) {t ∈ Nf(R2) | t(λ) = f }
Red(R2)
Right classes: ∈Red(R2) on T(1)  {} ∪ Nf(R2)
g() {gi () | 1 ≤ i} ∪ { f (gi (a), g j ()) |
0 ≤ i < n, i < j}
f (gk(a),) for 0 ≤ k < n { f (gi (a), g j ()) | 0 ≤ j ≤ i < n, i − j = k}
f (, gk(a)) for 0 < k ≤ n { f (gi (), g j (a)) | 0 < i < n, i < j,
min( j − i, n − i) = k}
Red(R2)∀(1)
a g(a) . . . gk(a) . . . gn−1(a) gn(a) f (a, g(a))
 − − − − − − − −
g() − − − − − − − +
f (a,) + − − − − − − +
f (g(a),) + + − − − − − +
. . . + + . . . − − − − +
f (gk(a),) + + + + − − − +
. . . + + + + . . . − − +
f (gn−1(a),) + + + + + + − +
f (, g(a)) − + + + + + + +
. . . − − . . . + + + + +
f (, gk(a)) − − − + + + + +
. . . − − − − . . . + + +
f (, gn−1(a)) − − − − − + + +
f (, gn(a)) − − − − − − + +
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Again, the set {gi (a) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ { f (a, g(a))} is a cross-section of the left congruence on T \
Red(R2). There is only one minimal ground test set, namely {a, gn(a)}.
B.3 Example R3
The classes are represented in the table in the following way:
Representative For the class
Left classes: ∈Red(R3) on T gk(a) for 0 ≤ k < n {gk(a)}
gn(a) {gi (a) | n ≤ i}
f (a, a) {t ∈ Nf(R3) | t(λ) = f }
Red(R3)
Right classes: ∈Red(R3) on T(1)  {} ∪ Nf(R3)
g() {gi () | 1 ≤ i} ∪ { f (gi (a), g j ()),
f (g j (), gi (a)) | n ≤ i, n ≤ j}
f (gk(a),) for 0 ≤ k < n { f (gi (a), g j ()), f (g j (), gi (a)) |
0 ≤ j ≤ i < n}
f (gn(a), gk()) for 0 ≤ k < n { f (gi (a), g j ()), f (g j (), gi (a)) |
0 ≤ j < n ≤ i, n − j − 1 = k}
Red(R3)∀(1)
a g(a) . . . gk(a) . . . gn−1(a) gn(a) f (a, a)
 − − − − − − − −
g() − − − − − − − +
f (a,) − + + + + + + +
f (g(a),) + − + + + + + +
. . . + + . . . + + + + +
f (gk(a),) + + + − + + + +
. . . + + + + . . . + + +
f (gn−1(a),) + + + + + − + +
f (gn(a), gn−1()) + − − − − − − +
. . . + + . . . − − − − +
f (gn(a), gn−k()) + + + − − − − +
. . . + + + + . . . − − +
f (gn(a), g()) + + + + + − − +
f (gn(a),) + + + + + + − +
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Here, {gi (a) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ { f (a, a)} is a cross-section of the left congruence on T \ Red(R3). The
only minimal ground test set is {gi (a) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}.
B.4 Example R4
The classes are represented in the table in the following way:
Representative For the class
Left classes: ∈Red(R4) on T gk(a) for 0 ≤ k < n {gk(a)}
gn(a) {gi (a) | n ≤ i}
f (a, a) {t ∈ Nf(R4) | t(λ) = f }
Red(R4)
Right classes: ∈Red(R4) on T(1)  {} ∪ Nf(R4)
g() {gi () | 1 ≤ i}
f (gk(a),) { f (gi (a), g j ()), f (g j (), gi (a)) | 0 ≤ j ≤ i < n}
for 0 ≤ k < n
f (a, g()) Red(R4)∀(1)
In contrast to the other examples, here a representative for the class Red(R4)∀(1) occurs in the table
below. The reason is that now ground reducible terms are not necessarily reducible; that is, Red(R4)∀
no longer coincides with RED(R4). Note that Red(R4)∀(1) is a single right class (as always), containing,
among others, all terms that are represented in the preceding example R3 by f (gn(a), gk()) with
0 ≤ k < n.
a . . . gk(a) . . . gn−1(a) gn(a) f (a, a)
 − − − − − − −
g() − − − − − − +
f (a,) − + + + + + +
. . . + . . . + + + + +
f (gk(a),) + + − + + + +
. . . + + + . . . + + +
f (gn−1(a),) + + + + − + +
f (gn(a),) + + + + + + +
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As in the former example, the set {gi (a) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ { f (a, a)} is a cross-section for the left congru-
ence on T\Red(R4). Similarly, the only minimal ground test set is {gi (a) | 0 ≤ i < n}.
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